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Overview
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The socialising of risk

Clearer understanding of
• control failures: “what actually happens”
• “knowing what we don’t know”

Looking ahead: 
• behaviour-based controls
• predictive techniques
• radical alternative responses
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THE SOCIALISING OF RISK

“RealWitness” Appr@DrRMiles.com

after Bernstein, Beck and others

Early 
civilisation

(Limit 
opportunity 

for 
misfortune)

Early modern
(Maximise 

goods, share 
cost of hazard 

impacts)

Modern
(Commoditise 

goods and 
bads)

Postmodern
(Risk Society)

Engaging with risk

r@DrRMiles.com

Prehistory
(Fate, gods, 

chance, 
misfortune)
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Hierarchies gone

Command and control Socialisation

r@DrRMiles.com

Risk-view and self

Adams, Douglas, HollingsAdams and  Douglas: “views of Nature”

“fatalist”
laissez-faire because 
Nature is unpredictable

“individualist”
laissez-faire because 
the world is good 

“egalitarian”  
we must all tread 
lightly and co-operate

“hierarchist” 
Nature is ‘predictably 
perverse’; we must 
regulate against our 
own (and her) excesses

r@DrRMiles.com
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Risk Society effects

• We’re all our own Risk Managers now
• We browse and select the risk info that suits us
• This presents challenges for corporate governance 

of risk: 
– self-serving biases
– designed control systems v. “what actually happens”
– “facts” (mass media, experts who“know”)

v. belief-systems (social media, experiential, “I think”)

r@DrRMiles.com from:  Beck; Slovic and Finucane; SARF group

In this relativistic world…

• What behaviours are accepted and expected
of us?

• Who to ask?
• Friends and family are a good starting-point:

r@DrRMiles.com
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Grandparents v. Us
“in” and “out” behaviours

r@DrRMiles.com

UNDERSTANDING 
“WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENS”

r@DrRMiles.com
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Risk control: Rise of the (oxy)moron?

r@DrRMiles.com

Two views of human progress
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Same effect in microcosm (Nov 2007)

Life is what 
happens while 
you were making 
other plans

r@DrRMiles.com
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“The End of History”? – not quite

Risk Management promise
• define economic value of 

everything
• identify patterns, cycles
• discount future impacts 
• “abolish boom and bust”

Real life
• ‘fails’ keeps on happening
• factors ignored?:

• alternate value systems
• “risk as feelings”
• biases, behaviour

r@DrRMiles.com

C21st re-match?

Enlightenment view

• Cause and effect
• Quantify, measure
• Rational, reductive
= METRICS

Romantic view

• Human spirit
• Qualify, feel
• Intuitive, extrapolating
= EXPERIENCES

r@DrRMiles.com
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Some products of this
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• Modern clinical medicine
• Reduced child mortality
• Insurance
• Better agricultural  yields
• Waste management systems 

• Romantic art and music
• Human rights advocacy
• Spiritualism, meditation (prayer, 

tai chi, …)

• Mechanized warfare
• WMD
• Eugenics
• Cyberterrorism

• Dogmatic religion 
• Fortune-telling
• Homeopathy (?)

r@DrRMiles.com

‘Rational unintendeds’?

Other examples…?

Gaining new understanding:
Research approaches

r@DrRMiles.com

“What actually 
happens?”

Re-review catastrophe 
case studies Brain structure
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The R word:
Public v. business conceptions

Public-sector “Risk”:  

Stopping bad things 
from affecting citizens

Private-sector “Risk”:  

Engaging with (profit) 
opportunity

r@DrRMiles.com

One research approach (KCL/LSE)

• What accounts for the gap between 
– control systems as designed, and
– “what actually happens”?

• Sector studies:
– Focused on regulated markets 
– Food production, clinical care, finance, nuclear 

energy, nanotech, pharma., shipping 

• Some generic findings…

r@DrRMiles.com
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Gaining new understanding:
headline ‘dark side’ findings

• In organisations, biases and informal behaviours
may induce “failures of foresight” and errors

• Control designs may also induce bad behaviour
(without meaning to!)

• Human errors tend to follow from failures of 
dynamic sense-making (overload on risk info 
processing)

We will expand on these shortly…

r@DrRMiles.com
from:  Goodhart, Hood, Miles, Kletz, 
Birkland, Dekker, Perrow, Vaughan

What the ‘dark side’ actually says
(Sound familiar?)

“After a while people just get 
conditioned, it’s like ignoring the 
fire alarm when it goes off.  So 
you think ‘Everyone else is doing 
this so it must be all right.  This 
is obviously normal behaviour… 
everyone else is in this product, 
so we’ve got to be.  And anyway 
I’ll miss out on my bonus if  I 
don’t.’ ”

from:  Miles (2013)
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Why risk governance failed
(analogies from ‘dark side’ interviewees)

r@DrRMiles.com

Risk governance is compromised by
(1) ‘Hard-wired’ factors

e.g. by biases that filter risk cognition, such as
• anchoring (‘sticky’)

• attribution (‘I’m clever at this!’)

• available / recent info
• confirmation (‘it’s a duck’)

• hindsight
• pattern-seeking
• optimism

r@DrRMiles.com from:  Kahneman, Tversky etc.
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Risk governance is compromised by
(2) Informal o.b., ‘gaming’

“the way we do things around here”
= activities that disrupt risk cognition, ‘games’ 
such as
• “run the numbers”
• “untouchable” groups
• “shoot the messenger” / blame-shifting
• “local meanings”
• Game of No Game / freezing out
• “local agreements” / old ****ish practices
• “revolving door” / stage-managing

r@DrRMiles.com from:  Miles (2013)

“KNOWING WHAT 
WE DON’T KNOW”

r@DrRMiles.com
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Enquiries, enquiries, enquiries…

r@DrRMiles.com

Control failure When Report by

LIBOR rate fixing 2013 Saltz

Press ethics / phone hacking 2012 Leveson

BP Deepwater Horizon explosion 2011 Presidential Commn (US)

RBS failure 2011 FSA

Banking crisis 2009 Walker

Construction worker deaths 2009 Donaghy

BAE corrupt deal-making 2008 Woolf

Dr Harold Shipman murders 2005 Smith

Child protection / Victoria Climbie 2003 Laming

NHS training standards 2000 Donaldson

WMDs and a ‘dodgy dossier’ 2004 Hutton

Rail crashes 2000 Cullen

Bristol Royal Infirmary heart op deaths 1998 Kennedy

Challenger space shuttle explosion 1986 Rogers (US)

from:  Miles, Lauder, Vaughan

Capturing the complexities

• New framing of problems and possible responses, 
e.g.:
– “wickeds” (complex and intractable)
– expert v. lay
– Game Theory (trade-offs between disparate stakeholders)

• Non-financial risk value systems 
– “moral value” of expectations
– “emotional accounting” 
– ethical ratings 
– “licence to operate” 

r@DrRMiles.com

from:  Rittel & Webber; Arnell, Tompkins & 
Adger; Rogers; von Morgenstern & Nash; 
Bernouilli D.; Kahneman & Tversky; EIRIS; 
Sandel; Goyder/RSA
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Command-and-control fallacies exposed

• “Crisis procedures ensure resilience” (‘Fantasy documents’)

• “More information [or rules, or systems], less risk”
• “Targets improve behaviours”
• “Well-informed people make good choices”
• “Expert judgements are more valid than lay opinions”
What’s wrong with expert views…

r@DrRMiles.com
from:  Weick, Hutter & Power, 
Goodhart, Sunstein, Rogers

Starting to engage with uncertainty
(not the same as risk)

r@DrRMiles.com

We like “risks” (operational):

Factors we can define, quantify, model
Manageable by us

• routine operating tasks
Fitting into our world-view

• models, procedures, assumptions

We dislike “uncertainty” (strategic):

Qualitative, slippery
• can’t quantify the value of a “view”?

Exogenous and internally produced
• politics, disasters, competition, stakeholders, new tech
• complex systems/structures, dynamic staff perceptions
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LOOKING AHEAD:
BEHAVIOUR-BASED CONTROLS

r@DrRMiles.com

Why ‘behaviour’ is hard to regulate

• Dynamic
– changes in individuals: e.g. ageing
– changes in social groups: e.g. what is “acceptable”?

• More qualitative than quantitative
– opinions, judgments, perceptions

• Needs external calibration
– e.g. not just what do our staff do…
– what do customers expect, tolerate – today?

r@DrRMiles.com
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Risk engagement:
What’s the difference between eggs and bacon?

r@DrRMiles.com

involved committed

Risk engagement:
archetypal extremes

phobic addict

r@DrRMiles.com
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Control points that encourage 
people to behave badly (‘asymmetries’)

Examples only! – researched list is much longer

• Products: complex / virtualised / remote
• Economic power exceeds govts.
• Separation of Sales accounting from Costs
• Cycles of reward / job tenure shorter than product life
• Portable to another jurisdiction

Some at-risk sectors?: government IT, LDC infrastructures, finance, 
pharma research, healthcare management, private security

from: KCRM, LSE, Milesr@DrRMiles.com

LOOKING AHEAD:
PREDICTIVE TECHNIQUES

r@DrRMiles.com
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Seemed a rational message at the time
“We select our elite recruits 

through very arduous testing”

TA recruits die on SAS mountain training, 2013

r@DrRMiles.com

Seemed a rational message at the time
“We will prove our superior technology 

by breaking a world record at the launch event”

SS Titanic sinks on maiden voyage, 1912

r@DrRMiles.com
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One approach: 
“How likely are people to obey our rules?”

Dutch Justice Ministry ‘T11’

From: Ruimschotel/Justitie

Minded to misbehave?
Employee variations in trust

Rigidly moral Honest triers Situationally moral Opportunist Deviant

Error-prone angels Battling heroes Frail humans Tricksy Determined

“Every penny 
counted”

Occasional juggling Budget bouncing Gaming Fraud

TOLERATED INTOLERABLE

From: Miles; Fairman & Yapp/KCRMr@DrRMiles.com
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What determines whether stakeholders
engage with or reject any risk you take:

5 affect factors account (entirely!) for this

• Load
• Novelty
• Dread
• Inequity
• Legitimacy 

“Think of catastrophe as an abrupt and brutal audit”

r@DrRMiles.com from: Miles; Lauder

LOOKING AHEAD:
RADICAL ALTERNATIVE RESPONSES

r@DrRMiles.com
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Behavioural forensic studies
of “what actually happens”

(selections from a list of 200+)

r@DrRMiles.com

from: Miles (meta-list/Gower publns.); 
details in Miles/KCRM, LSE/CARR, Vaughan, 
Bloor, Weick, Miles, Severgnini, Chakraborty, 
Ayers, Fairman & Yapp, Kodate

Old / less serious Newer, more serious Deadly serious
Hanoi rat plague (1903) GPs surgery waiting times Challenger launch

Prohibition (1919) Police clear-up rate gaming Mann Gulch fire crew deaths

‘Tipper Sticker’ (1990) Fake Academy The War on Drugs

Italian traffic lights (2005) Pharma product labels Banks’ fraudulent risk 
reporting

Mr Splashy Pants (2010) Food production safety Junior doctors’ surgical error 
reporting

Countering the ‘Streisand effect’

r@DrRMiles.com
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Recap: 
Challenges for communicators

• To keep ahead of what’s “acceptable/expected”:
– what’s changing?
– says who?
– how much should we care?

• To nurture a real appetite for dynamic risk info
• To get past, and stay beyond, systems thinking

r@DrRMiles.com

Take-aways
• Yes we can!  Research shows we can now improve risk 

governance by
– Looking beyond “systems thinking” (risk registers)
– Preventing errors
– Foreseeing “unacceptable behaviour”

• Acid test is propensity to engage with risk info
• Convert all staff to “risk-aware working”- easy start:

– engage qualitative thinking beyond risk registers/systems
– teach all staff…
– e.g. How do their own activities emit 5 key affect factors 

(behaviour influencers)? - short facilitated workshops

r@DrRMiles.com


